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“In this book you will see my voice, my vision, and every one of the advice I willingly and happily
share with anyone who seeks me out, sits in my chair, and asks me for help. Weekly millions of “I
hope it inspires you to be assured and gorgeous; sexy and happy!” – audiences see him transform
females’What Not to Wear”    Nick ArrojoNick Arrojo is well known nationwide for his ability to
give women hairstyles that draw out their specific beauty.s outdated styles or unflattering cuts
into fresh and contemporary looks.Recommendations on choosing a flattering hair color that will
enhance, not overpowerDispelling myths and outdated suggestions about hair careFeaturing
before and after photos of real females (not models) GREAT Locks shows how any girl can find a
style that may make her look and feel terrific.s advice in GREAT HAIR means no more bad hair
days!  He not merely changes their hair styles but changes the way they sensed about
themselves. In GREAT HAIR, Nick Arrojo reveals his styling secrets in order that women can
better understand their hair type, assess what hairstyles will function best for his or her hair, face
shape, and lifestyle, and get a terrific new look.  GREAT HAIR provides a total education about
locks including:     Following Nick Arrojo’ Most importantly, he assists them to realize their
accurate beauty potential.Determining your curly hair type and just how that impacts cut, color,
and designs - including ethnic hairUnderstanding products and how exactly to use them with
their best advantageA design guide with complete guidelines on from blowouts to updos.
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I in fact learned something useful and new! Very good advice about what to expect from your
own stylist, how to talk to your stylist, and how exactly to care for your hair. I grew up in the big
hairdo Deep South, with good, thin, limp, yet frizzy, neither quite straight nor wavy, hair. Existence
is simpler when you end fighting your locks. I am quite a long time beauty magazine junkie. I've
had my hair trim and styled in fancy salons in Buckhead in Atlanta, Kings Street in London, Oak
Street in Chicago and Newberry Road in Boston, among numerous others, and Nick actually told
me things nobody else provides! what they perform and which to use and/or try . I styled my hair
salon properly in two mins today! The designs were nice however the pix could have been even
more useful for me personally if there had been some models who had been out of their twenties.
I also ordered the locks mask and consistency cream from Arrojo's web site, and both are
superb.For someone wanting to take the plunge into a different hairstyle compared to the one
they have had for a long time, this book will give the impetus to accomplish it. He explains styling
products and doesn't drive his range at all. A few quibbles: I didn't understand the French twist
guidelines, and there will be the usual full web page photos merely to pad out the text, but this is
a surprisingly useful reserve! It has tons of useful tips I have hardly ever read anywhere else--the
inside scoop. Some Fresh Ideas Here As a licensed hair stylist I found some wonderful ideas in
this book, & I applaud Nick Arrojo's view that lifestyle is simpler if you recognize & Very good
advice. This book tells you everything you need to learn about hair, from caring to it, styling it,
and how exactly to where it.We lived through Farrah Fawcett feathers and bad eighties
perms.The majority of my clients wish easy-care hair, without investing a lot of time & work each
morning trying to drive their hair against its organic bend. Nick provides some unique blow-
drying concepts that are well worth the price of the book, along with other tips & I really like Nick!
There is an comprehensive section on hair items; The info and suggestions are especially useful
for unruly locks, as Nick Arrojo explains at length both types of "ethnic" hair, and how to use it
(instead of against it) to come out looking great.The author takes the time to explain why a good
haircut is the foundation that makes the rest pretty easy. For those wanting more, a tutorial on
using rollers and electric devises is excellent. If going to beauty school l would purchase. The
cuts are practical, modern and likely to flatter anyone, and the information accessible. Probably
not the very best book on the subject I didn't find this book helpful. Some Good Tips I got a
couple of ideas out of this book that have made a difference in how my hair looks and feels. This
is a bunch of pictures. It's drizzling and humid, and no frizz yet, either. Excellent for younger
women. A wonderful publication. The truth is not everyone can put on every design. I was at a
loss about what to do with my hair which book answered all my questions. I've read the reserve
twice through. I also discovered a lot about approaches for blow drying your hair. The title of the
book says everything Now this is a book you may use! Buy this reserve for the guidelines on how
to execute a wrap blow dry -- which I'd never even noticed of-- if nothing at all else. I particularly
enjoyed the section on suitable hairstyles for your locks type, all of which were well illustrated
with photos. He lets you know how to prevent the ghastly amateur stylist bubble mind / bubble
bangs appear. You won't waste your money upon this book. The title of the publication says it all.
For me there is nothing new and actually some factors I disagreed with. embrace your unique
hair type, choosing hair styles that are supported by your hair's distinct consistency. At 48, it's
hard showing me something new. Its about texture I thought very informational approximately
hair and its texture. The personality of the writer comes through as friendly and optimistic. Five
Stars The book was in excellent condition and I received in mere five days I really like Nick! The
hair care ideas were great. tips.
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